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February 19, 2021  
 
 
Dear Franklin Families,  
 
A few weeks ago, I wrote to our community about the “Student Tutorial Period” which  has further enabled our 
teachers to connect with students for additional instruction, skill practice, or even just to provide some friendly 
words of encouragement. We believe that this additional connection will benefit our students during this 
difficult time.  Please know that we continue working to develop additional strategies that will increase student 
engagement and help with learning recovery.  
 
At this time we would like to get your feedback on how learning is going in your household. Feedback will be 
collected via a Google survey, which is also accessible via the district’s website.  
 
We continue to actively monitor data relevant to Covid-19 cases in our area and continue to adjust protocols 
accordingly following guidance of local and state health agencies. With that said we are studying the possibility 
of altering the current in-person cohort learning model to include only two cohorts: those who chose to learn 
remotely in one cohort and those who chose to attend in-person in the other.  We recognize that there are 
several challenges to following such a model but are committed to exploring opportunities to increase in-person 
instruction for our students, should their families choose that option.  We hope to provide such an opportunity 
later this school year, if safe and feasible for all, prior to the close of the 2020-2021 school year.  
 
We are also seeking strategies that will enable us to increase virtual learning time and want to gain your input 
on the possibility of restructuring asynchronous Fridays to include more synchronous learning opportunities. 
You can provide your input on this idea on the same Google survey mentioned earlier.  

 
This year we have been faced with many challenges, including the lingering impact of a World-wide pandemic, 
harsh winter weather, and the continued challenge of providing students equitable learning opportunities. We 
appreciate all of the support you have given the district to date and look forward to working together to provide 
equitable, safe new learning opportunities to students that help move our district forward as the world begins to 
return to a more normal state. Again please provide us with your feedback by clicking on the Google survey and 
thank you for your continued support. 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSez8YGOQnqz7kba1cfreH79O7rbZUxlC2AnS1uRpENIw0suvw/viewform

